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-What is cryptography/security?
-Course info
· Logistics LogisticalNotes

-History of crypto · Coursesite. csail.mit.edu
- firstencryption system [doGradescope2/ course stas)

· Oll posted on Piazza



This class is about how to build and use graphy.
↳Should be useful even ifyou've taken 6.1680 already

smore technical, more formal)
The lectures are in three modules, mirroring
history ofcryptography...

1. SecretkeyCryptography (2??B(E- 1976)
sucred ..... ①
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Initial lications:military, diplomatic, some biz (elegraph)app

Now:file end, disk enc, web traffic, cell traffic.... -

Qs:Whatdoes itmean for end scheme to be secure?

How do we construct enc & auth schemes?

How have the advances changest enc designs?
PRF, OWF,PRP, Enc,AE, MAL

Problem:where to you getshared Ray?
↳
Manageable for high see settings, less so so commence
isInternet, ATM, phone network...



#Public-keyCryptography (1974-now)
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>

3a confidentiality &
integrity*

(1974)
- firstproposed by Ralph Merkle in undergrad sec class @ UCI

↑why 78)?- Firstconstruction ofkey ex given by DA (1976) Parallel to CS
· Public-key on 151 & M*

T(1977) theory?

Applications:HTTPS, IS, SSA, etc,Code signing, ...

Problem;securing communication often insufficient
Want to secure computation.<

#1. Cryptographic Protocols (19800 - now)
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A more props.
- Applications:outsourcedcomputationone

amon comm., private dB lsskups, ....

Problem:Sew ofthese advanced techniques work in practice.



Whatis security/cryptography?

fullyperforming a task (communicating, computing....
in presence of versaries.

Examples:(VERY INFORMAL!]

- Given safe is locked, no adversary using

only a screwdrive should be able toextract

jevels from sage in 8 hrs.

- Given an encryption ofa message m,

no polynomial-time adversary should be able

to recover n.

- Given complete control ofone app on my phone,
no alacker (running arbitrary code) should be able

s extract my banking password.

Typically we define security in terms of

· Attacker'spower; computational resources

information
influenc

-Hacken's goalswhatconstitutes a successful attack?

what is attacker trying $SoU



Recipe for building secure systems

1) Define class ofattackers

2) Define security goal
3) Constructsystem thatprotects goal

againstall attackers in class with "formal"prof]
↳ Often using assumptions.
(e.g. thatno poly-time asfor Soetoring)

&systemsbreak

1) Don'tprotect againstlarge enough class

ofadvesaries

↳
e.g.

attackeruses a blowtorch

2) Don'trefine strong enough security goal
↳
e.g. attacker steals safe

3) Assumption is false,

↳e.g. factoring turns outto be easy.

=> Wantto achieve strongest possible security goal

againstlargest class ofadva, under min assumption
*When security break happens, it'sworth thinking

aboutwhich of these three things sailed.



Course Stass

* Yael KalajHenry CorriganGibbs (pross)
*Andrea Lin, Kelsey Merrill, Simon Langowski(TA).
*Alexandra Henzinger, Kyle Hogan (LA)

->Anon feedback form on website

Course structure

· Lecture MJW, recitation = (exceptas noted on calendar)
- Assignments
*four pets (some coding) - 40%
-Musttypeset in Latext

* One Quiz · 20% (April 5]
* final project

·40% [see course site
↳ See details on course site.



↑licies (see website

- Few HW -First 3 groups assigned by TAs
-4th group up to you (or ask TAs)

↳ Als projectgroup
- MUSTwrite up solus on your own

· MAY discuss AU al group
members

Le NOTanyone else

·MAY use external sources - CITE ALL]

Also, late HW:

-48his extofadvance TA permission
->48 his (or many exts) requires 5" dean email



Which reminds me...

*College/grad school can be very stressful
*Life happens illness, family trouble, financial issues, etc.

<
there are many resources atMTto help YOU!

- Undergrads:5" for anything
Mesyoni)

- Grad students:Grandsupport
· All:Student mental health-confidential by law

"

feeling sad?hopeless?not sleeping enough? Too much?

...notenjoying things you usually like? There'shelp!

- Always:TAS, me, Yael... will connectyou to

the nightsupporton campus (even after 6.5618)

888858Z8R



To setthe scene for this course, let's look
see Kahn

back atthe history ofcrypto... "Codebreakers"

Symmetric/
Secretkeycrypto has existed for thousands of

years.Depending on whatyou consider "crypto,"as
early as 1950 BCE.

Askeyenc scheme over keyspace, msg space on
consists oftwo essalgs (Enc, Dec) S. *k09, mo9

Deck, Enck,m)) =m
We also need a security property, butleave that
aside for now.

10Dah,c
&

c
=Enc(k,n) 8

* -jiz-
> *

K K



through the 19th century, substitution ciphers were common

Caesar Cipher (=50 BCE, Julius Caeso)

9 =50,... . ., 253
( =50 =A,7 =B,2=2,3 =p,.. . . ., 25

= z3

Exc(k,m): =m+k mod 26

Dec(k, c) =
=c- k mod 26

Correct!* mein, 10%

Deck, Enc(k,m)) =(m +k) - kmxdG6
- m md 26.

To encryptlonger msgs, just run Enc(k,)
on each letter of msg.

Problem 1:keyspaceis toosmallonly ashere

You might objectto this criticism, since attacker

has to know thatmag is encrypted w/ Caesar

cipher to attack.



Kerckhoff's Principle: (1888,)

"The attacker knows the system.
"

&V

"The key is the only secret;all als
are public."

Why?
*Empirically, attacker usually gets the algorithm
↳ Many people have to know als
↳ few need to know the keys

(Many many examples...

* After compromise, easier to change key
then to change alg:

*Simplifies analysis:Ifall is secret, just
consider itpartof the key. So key is the

secretstuff, all is all else.



Substitution Cipher [Attempt#]
9 =5- setas all perm or 50, . .

., 253

e.g. [A - C,B + Y,c+ p,.. . . , z3H]
(n =5 5 =A, 1 =B...- 3

Enc(N, m) =

=4(2) //e.s "ABC" "CYR"

Des(T, c) =
=4(c)/ "CYR"* "ABC"

Now 1991:20.25-24....... 3.2.1 =28 keys
&Trying all keys would take amillion CPU- years ofcompute

Senergy required tobail a lake of200miles,beatininisAre we safe?

Problem:Frequency Analysis.... back toAl-Kindisows CE

*substitution cipher preserves letter frequencies.

THEHOUSEWISLONWFIRE

XQR_QABRLLMLNEXCLOR

->E = 12%, T= 9%, A=8%,.....
- Can also look at bigrams & drigrams ("the"etc)
* More on pset 1



Having a large keyspace is necessary, but

notsufficient, for security.

In Renaissance and after, polyalphabetic substitution

aphans became common.

↳ Freg analysis still a problem.
[See Bellovin 2011]

In late 1800s, early 1980s, afew

people independentlydeveloped a cryptosystem that
we now call the "One-time pad."

One-Time Pad
-Justthe Caesar cipher with a fresh key for each
msg symbol encrypted.
M =(0,134 Enc(k,m): =kDm
qc =(0,137 Dec(k,c): =kBc

Vk<O, UmeGh Dealk,Enc(k,w)) =(om)Ok
m = 8/10/

⑰
12 1581/

L= 11/18

problem:Key is as long as the message.

And, can only use keyto one one mag

BUT, OTPhas one major benefit...



[shannon (949]

↑spacePatSone-time) securitiesona one has

perfect/information - theoretic security is

Vm.,m,c2 vc Assume all msgs
in t have same

Pr [Enc(k,mo =c = k(9] length.

= Pr(Enc(k,m,) =c:k<92]

=>seeing atleaks information about plaintext
40 adversary.

For all advs 97, even running in unbounded time,
*mo, m, cph

Pr[9A(c)=1:3-Ranc(k,nos]
=> Pr [97(c) =1:4809nc(k,m,)]

Tm Ishannon]:One-time pad has perfect
One-time security.

PS ides:For all megu, cee, Pr(c =Enck,m):k29]
= /192).



*we are notdone...

1. Perfectsecrecy isn'tenough.
m=0118 c =1018

-o k=1101

8111

2.Key is too long I want to
reuse key. Dan Bonch's

formulation

i)
The [Shannon'49] Perfect security -> 191>19n/

Intuition:If 19k< 1901 then some (m,c) pairs
are infeasible.

=> Ifyou want shortkeys (8 we do
you'll have to settle for "computational
security.Nexttime
↳ Getsecurity only against time-bounded
attackers



But the story is even sadden...

Since the existence ofcomputationally secure
Ciphers => PFNP (& more!), we prove security
under computational assumptions.

↳ Some are nice (e.g. Ifpoly time all for
sactoring integers

& Some are not so nice

(e.g. my cipher is secure)

The good news?
->The most exciting developments in 4000 years

of cryptography have happened in the lastSO.

->CS is the star of the show.
-> We have precise & elegant ways to

sefire diff types ofsecurity and to

relate security ofprimitives to eachother

-> Crypto draws on all the best ofCS & more...

alas, complexity, Sata structs, low-level backing,
number theory, policy, etc...

We love cryptography!Ask us as on

Piazza, in OH, in class, etc. Any time!


